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• Second language learning and teaching… and assessment?
• Lost in assessment? the CEFR as a possible compass
• Curricular planning, deﬁni@on of objec@ves and assessment: a
triadic rela@onship
• Criteria and descriptors: crea@ng a trail of evidence
• Objec@vity and responsibility in assessment: the teacher, the
learners or both?
• Conclusion: role and place of assessment: ‘coming full circle’

Teaching and assessment : separate or connected?
Language
teaching: a
50-century
old ac@vity
Assessing: also
a very old
endeavor
but….

•Reﬂec@on on teaching methods since the end of
the 19th century
•Scien@ﬁc/scholarly research on teaching
methodologies over half a century old

• Reﬂec@on on tes@ng
• Teach ﬁrst assess later
• Assessment in the pedagogical ac@on: the
elephant in the room

Not only measuring, tes3ng, classifying, pass or fail…..
• Assessment was conceived in rela@on to selec@on > tests and exams
• ShiV in the late 80s
• Since the 90s it has become central to pedagogical reﬂec@on
• It is presently conceived as a way of guiding/scaﬀolding and
enhancing/op@mizing learning
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Evidence-based: the
voice of prac@@oners in
valida@on
Iden@fying processes
Assessment as social
prac@ce
Tes@ng
Measuring
Validity
Objec@ve tes@ng

Punng assessment in
prac@ce
Assessing discourse not
just isolated uoerances

Linking tests, curricula
and teaching
Agency of teachers in
assessment
Dynamic assessment
(for and as teaching)

The shiD in the 90s not only in L2 assessment
• A sense of frustra@on vis-à-vis assessment as pure measuring, tes@ng,
classifying, pass or fail…..
• The Assessment Reform Group (ARG) (1989 – 2010): study of the
implica@ons of assessment policy and prac@ce
• Summa@ve assessment: just one of the func@ons (William & Black,
1996)
• Focus on achievement and mo@va@on (Perrenoud, 1991; Weston,
1991)
• Growing awareness of complexity of assessment

The classroom as a black box?
A growing need for transparency and awareness

Inside the black box (Black & William, 1998)
Assessment for learning: Beyond the Black Box (ARG, 1999)
Working inside the Black Box: assessment for learning in the classroom (Black,
Harrison, Lee, Marshall & Wiliam, 2002)

Inhibi3ng factors (ARG, 1999: 5)
• a tendency for teachers to assess quan6ty of work rather than the
quality of learning;
• greater aoen@on to marking and grading than to providing advice for
improvement > risk of lowering self-esteem;
• emphasis on comparing pupils with each other > risk of
demoraliza@on;
• teachers’ feedback to pupils for managerial purposes rather than for
more eﬀec@ve learning;
• teachers not knowing enough about their pupils’ learning needs.

Characteris3cs of assessment that promotes
learning (ARG, 1999: 7)
• it is embedded in a view of teaching and learning of which it is an essen@al
part;
• it involves sharing learning goals with pupils;
• it aims to help pupils to know and to recognize the standards they are
aiming for;
• it involves pupils in self-assessment;
• it provides feedback which leads to pupils recognizing their next steps and
how to take them;
• it is underpinned by conﬁdence that every student can improve;
• it involves both teacher and pupils reviewing and reﬂec6ng on assessment
data.

Raising awareness of the value of forma3ve assessment

Forma@ve
assessment
Summa@ve
assessment
Forma3ve assessment is not a ‘quick ﬁx’!

Away from the linear vision of assessment: a par3cipatory,
cyclical process
Set
learning
goals

Provide
success
criteria

Engineer
eﬀec@ve
assessment
tools

Encourage self/peer
assessment support
individual goal senng

Provide
clear
descrip@ve
feedback

Collect data
during the
learning
process

Purpose of assessment

Nature of assessment

Use of informa6on gathered

Assessment for learning is the process
of seeking and interpre@ng evidence for
use by learners and their teachers to
decide where the learners are in their
learning, where they need to go, and
how best to get there (ARG, 2002: 2)

Diagnos6c:
To gather informa@on before the
teaching/learning process starts about
proﬁciency level, knowledge and
learning styles, to respond to students’
needs.

to determine what students already
know in rela@on to expecta@ons, in
order for teachers to plan appropriate
and realis@c learning goals and to plan
support if necessary

Forma6ve : To gather informa@on
during the teaching/learning process.
Can be more or less formal and ongoing

to monitor students’ progress, provide
@mely and targeted feedback, receive
feedback on the instruc@on process

Forma6ve: frequent and ongoing, with
support, modelling, and guidance from
the teacher

Used by students for peer-assessment,
self-assessment and self-monitoring,
reﬂect on their learning, foster
autonomy

Summa6ve: at the end of a period of
learning.
May be used to inform further
instruc@on.

To provide a summary of the learning at
a given @me. To make a judgment, to
assign a value, to report inside and
outside the school.

Assessment of learning focuses on the
achievement level, has a repor@ng
func@on (cer@ﬁca@ons, tests, repor@ng
card). It oVen is high stake for learners

Purpose of assessment

Nature of assessment

Use of informa6on gathered

Assessment for learning is the process
of seeking and interpre@ng evidence for
use by learners and their teachers to
decide where the learners are in their
learning, where they need to go, and
how best to get there (ARG, 2002: 2)

Diagnos6c:
To gather informa@on before the
teaching/learning process starts about
proﬁciency level, knowledge and
learning styles, to respond to students’
needs.

to determine what students already
know in rela@on to expecta@ons, in
order for teachers to plan appropriate
and realis@c learning goals and to plan
support if necessary

Forma6ve : To gather informa@on
during the teaching/learning process.
Can be more or less formal and ongoing

to monitor students’ progress, provide
@mely and targeted feedback, receive
feedback on the instruc@on process

Assessment as learning focuses on the
Forma6ve: frequent and ongoing, with
explicit fostering of students’ capacity
support, modelling, and guidance from
over @me to be their own best assessors the teacher
(Western and Northern Canadian
Protocol, p. 42)

Used by students for peer-assessment,
self-assessment and self-monitoring,
reﬂect on their learning, foster
autonomy

Assessment of learning focuses on the
achievement level, has a repor@ng
func@on (cer@ﬁca@ons, tests, repor@ng
card). It oVen is high stake for learners

To provide a summary of the learning at
a given @me. To make a judgment, to
assign a value, to report inside and
outside the school.

Summa6ve: at the end of a period of
learning.
May be used to inform further
instruc@on.
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Tools able to help teachers in the complexity of assessment:
Canadian Language Benchmarks (CLB) &
Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR)
• ΧΛΒ: ασσεσσµεντ τοολ,
πυβλισηεδ ιν 1996, υπδατεδ ιν 2012,
οφφιχιαλλψ υσεδ βψ Ιµµιγρατιον
Χαναδα (εξιστσ αλσο α
χορρεσπονδεντ ΝΧΛΧ φορ Φρενχη
ασ α Σεχονδ Λανγυαγε)!
• Χονσιστσ οφ 3 µαχρολεϖελσ,
συβδιϖιδεδ ιντο 4 λεϖελσ εαχη!
• Προϖιδεσ γενεραλ προφιλε οφ τηε
λεϖελ, δεσχριπτορσ φορ 4 σκιλλσ,
σπεχιφιχατιον οφ κνοωλεδγε
(γραµµατιχαλ, τεξτυαλ,
φυνχτιοναλ ανδ σοχιολινγυιστιχ)
ανδ οφ στρατεγιχ χοµπετενχε
πλυσ εξαµπλεσ οφ τασκσ!

• ΧΕΦΡ: τοολ προϖιδινγ δεσχριπτιϖε
σχηεµε φορ λανγυαγε λεαρνινγ/
τεαχηινγ/ασσεσσµεντ χρεατεδ
1994-1996, πυβλισηεδ ιν 2001, εξιστσ
ιν 40 λανγυαγεσ, υσεδ εξτενσιϖελψ
ιν Ευροπεαν (ανδ νονΕυροπεαν)χουντριεσ, ισ βεινγ
ιντροδυχεδ ιν Χαναδα!
• Προφιχιενχψ οργανιζεδ ιντο 3
µαχρολεϖελσ ανδ συβδιϖιδεδ ιντο
2 λεϖελσ εαχη (+ φυρτηερ
βρανχηινγ)!
• Προϖιδεσ γενεραλ προφιλε οφ τηε
λεϖελ, δεσχριπτορσ φορ
χοµµυνιχατιϖε αχτιϖιτιεσ ανδ
χοµπετενχεσ αλονγσιδε
χονχεπτυαλ ανδ µετηοδολογιχαλ
δισχυσσιον!

The CEFR as a compass
CEFR: Contexts of Use
Cer@ﬁca@ons
Assessment
Educa@on
Pedagogy

The CEFR organizes second/foreign language proﬁciency
• Around six levels, in turn referring to three macrolevels (basic/independent/proﬁcient
user)
A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

• in the form of “can do” statements
• used for describing ac@vi@es of comprehension, produc@on, interac@on and media@on,
both wrioen and oral
• accomplished in real-life tasks
• to which diﬀerent competences (both linguis@c and general) contribute

CEFR: the global scale

C2

Can understand with ease virtually everything heard or read. Can summarise informa@on from diﬀerent spoken
and wrioen sources, reconstruc@ng arguments and accounts in a coherent presenta@on. Can express him/herself
spontaneously, very ﬂuently and precisely, diﬀeren@a@ng ﬁner shades of meaning even in more complex
situa@ons.

C1

Can understand a wide range of demanding, longer texts, and recognise implicit meaning. Can express him/
herself ﬂuently and spontaneously without much obvious searching for expressions. Can use language ﬂexibly and
eﬀec@vely for social, academic and professional purposes. Can produce clear, well-structured, detailed text on
complex subjects, showing controlled use of organisa@onal paoerns, connectors and cohesive devices.
Can understand the main ideas of complex text on both concrete and abstract topics, including technical
discussions in his/her ﬁeld of specialisa@on. Can interact with a degree of ﬂuency and spontaneity that makes
regular interac@on with na@ve speakers quite possible without strain for either party. Can produce clear, detailed
text on a wide range of subjects and explain a viewpoint on a topical issue giving the advantages and
disadvantages of various op@ons.

Can understand the main points of clear standard input on familiar
B2 regularly encountered in work, school, leisure, etc. Can
maoers
deal with
likely
toinput
arise
whilst
travelling
inin an
Canmost
understandsitua@ons
the main points of clear
standard
on familiar
maoers regularly
encountered
work, area
school, leisure, etc. Can deal with most situa@ons likely to arise whilst travelling in an area where the language is
where
the
language
is connected
spoken.
produce
Can produce simple
text onCan
topics which
are familiar simple
or of personalconnected
interest. Can describetext
B1 spoken.
and events, dreams, hopes and ambi@ons and brieﬂy give reasons and explana@ons for opinions and
on topicsexperiences
which
are familiar or of personal interest. Can describe
plans.
Can understand
sentences
and frequently
used expressions
related
to areas
of most immediate
relevance
(e.g.
experiences
and
events,
dreams,
hopes
and
ambi@ons
and
brieﬂy
very basic personal and family informa@on, shopping, local geography, employment). Can communicate in simple
and rou@ne
tasks requiring
a simple and direct
exchange
of informa@on
on familiar
and rou@ne maoers. Can
give
and
explana@ons
for
opinions
and
plans.
A2reasons
describe in simple terms aspects of his/her background, immediate environment and maoers in areas of
immediate need.

A1

Can understand and use familiar everyday expressions and very basic phrases aimed at the sa@sfac@on of needs
of a concrete type. Can introduce him/herself and others and can ask and answer ques@ons about personal
details such as where he/she lives, people he/she knows and things he/she has. Can interact in a simple way
provided the other person talks slowly and clearly and is prepared to help.

C2
C1
B2
B1
A2

A1

Self-assessment grid

I can deal with most situa@ons likely
to arise whilst travelling in an area
where the language is spoken. I can
enter unprepared into conversa@on
on topics that are familiar, of
personal interest or per@nent to
everyday life (e.g. family, hobbies,
work, travel and current events).

CEFR: descrip3ve scheme
Overall Language Proﬁciency

Use of
Strategies

General
competences

Communicative
language
competences

Communicative
language activities

Reception

Savoir

Linguistic

Reception

Interaction

Savoir-faire

Pragmatic

Interaction

Produc@on

Savoir-être

Socio-linguistic

Production

Savoir-apprendre

Media@on

Main uses of assessment
• To specify the content of • What is assessed
tests
• To formulate criteria
• How to interpret the
capable of discrimina@ng
performance
• To describe levels
allowing comparison

• How to compare

• Levelscales
• Checklists
• Grids
Ways of
presen@ng

Descriptors of
communica@ve
ac@vi@es (Ch 4)

•To elaborate tests
•Good at task descrip@on
•Ac@on-oriented

• To elaborate criteria
• To transform
impressions into
well-grounded
judgments
• To design a proﬁle

Descriptors of
competences (Ch 5)

Assessment tools and ressources
• Global scales of levels
• Descriptors of communica@ve ac@vi@es
• Descriptors of competences
• Grids with combined (selected) criteria
• Checklists
• …and also:
• Descriptors of strategies
• Empty grids to visualise proﬁles

Table 3. Common Reference Levels: qualitative aspects of spoken language use
RANGE

ACCURACY

FLUENCY

INTERACTION

COHERENCE

C2 Shows great flexibility
reformulating ideas in
differing linguistic forms
to convey finer shades of
meaning precisely, to give
emphasis, to differentiate
and to eliminate ambiguity.
Also has a good command
of idiomatic expressions
and colloquialisms.

Maintains consistent
grammatical control of
complex language, even
while attention is otherwise
engaged (e.g. in forward
planning, in monitoring
others’ reactions).

Can express him/herself
spontaneously at length with
a natural colloquial flow,
avoiding or backtracking
around any difficulty so
smoothly that the
interlocutor is hardly
aware of it.

Can interact with ease and
skill, picking up and using
non-verbal and intonational cues apparently
effortlessly. Can interweave
his/her contribution into
the joint discourse with
fully natural turntaking,
referencing, allusion
making, etc.

Can create coherent and
cohesive discourse
making full and appropriate use of a variety of
organisational patterns
and a wide range of
connectors and other
cohesive devices.

C1 Has a good command of a
broad range of language
allowing him/her to select a
formulation to express him/
herself clearly in an
appropriate style on a wide
range of general, academic,
professional or leisure
topics without having to
restrict what he/she wants
to say.

Consistently maintains a
high degree of grammatical
accuracy; errors are rare,
difficult to spot and
generally corrected when
they do occur.

Can express him/herself
fluently and spontaneously,
almost effortlessly. Only a
conceptually difficult
subject can hinder a natural,
smooth flow of language.

Can select a suitable phrase
from a readily available
range of discourse
functions to preface his
remarks in order to get or
to keep the floor and to
relate his/her own
contributions skilfully to
those of other speakers.

Can produce clear,
smoothly flowing, wellstructured speech,
showing controlled use of
organisational patterns,
connectors and cohesive
devices.

Shows a relatively high
degree of grammatical
control. Does not make
errors which cause mis-

Can produce stretches of
language with a fairly even
tempo; although he/she can
be hesitant as he/she

Can initiate discourse, take
his/her turn when
appropriate and end
conversation when he/she

Can use a limited number
of cohesive devices to link
his/her utterances into
clear, coherent discourse,

B2+
B2

Has a sufficient range of
language to be able to give
clear descriptions, express
viewpoints on most general

•
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The CEFR’s ac3on-oriented approach allows to bring curriculum,
pedagogy and assessment into close interrela3on.

Curriculum

Assessment

Pedagogy

Assessment: not just a ﬁnal phase
A curriculum target

A star@ng point for
the elabora@on of
assessment criteria

each “can
do”
descriptor
may serve as

A criterion for
selec@ng/developing
learning ac@vi@es

Assessment detailed in the CEFR: teachers can select appropriately
The global scale and the self-assessment grid are not enough

• More speciﬁc scales:
• CEFR Ch 4: descriptors of communica@ve ac@vi@es
• Illustra@ve scales for various dimensions of LISTENING, READING, SPOKEN INTERACTION, SPOKEN
PRODUCTION, WRITING (CH. 4)
• Strategic scales: PLANNING, COMPENSATING, MONITORING/REPAIR, IDENTIFYING CUES AND INFERRING, TURNTAKING, COOPERATING, ASKING FOR CLARIFICATION (CH. 4)

• CEFR Ch 5: descriptors of linguis@c competence
• Scales of linguis@c competence, language quality: GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE, VOCABULARY RANGE,
VOCABULARY CONTROL, GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY, PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL, ORTHOGRAPHIC CONTROL,
SOCIOLINGUISTIC APPROPRIATENESS, FLEXIBILITY, TURN-TAKING, THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT, COHERENCE AND
COHESION, SPOKEN FLUENCY, PROPOSITIONAL PRECISION (CH.5)

These scales are complementary
• A2 speaking: Can use simple descrip@ve language to
make brief statements about and compare objects and
possessions.
• A2 gramma6cal accuracy: Uses some simple structures
correctly, but s@ll systema@cally makes basic mistakes
– for example tends to mix up tenses and forget to
mark agreement; nevertheless, it is usually clear what
he/she is trying to say.
• A2 compensa6ng: Can use an inadequate word from
his/her repertoire and use gesture to clarify what he/
she wants to say.

• Objec@ves should specify the what and the how
Objec@ves should include both communica@ve ac@vi@es and
competences (CECR)
In turn, ac@vi@es and competence descriptors should provide

• speciﬁca6on of the content (of both course and tests) in terms of
objec@ves
• criteria to determine whether the objec@ves have been met

• Objec@ves are meant
•
•
•
•
•
•

to specify
to guide
to detail
to explain
to exemplify
and later to assess

• …eventually to cons@tute the backbone of your syllabus
design
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elements of style; literary
terminology, concepts,
and theories; language
conventions)

Progression through qualiﬁers: inadequate (and useless) descriptors

Understanding of content
(e.g.,concepts; ideas; opinions;
relationships among facts,
ideas,concepts,themes)

(North, 2000)
demonstrates
limited understanding of
content

demonstrates
some understanding of
content

demonstrates
considerable
understanding
of content

demonstrates
thorough understanding of
content

Thinking – The use of critical and creative thinking skills and/or processes
The student:
Use of planning skills
(e.g., generating ideas,
gathering information,
focusing research,
organizing information)

uses planning
skills with limited
effectiveness

uses planning
skills with some
effectiveness

uses planning
skills with
considerable
effectiveness

uses planning
skills with a
high degree of
effectiveness

Use of processing skills
(e.g., drawing inferences,
interpreting, analysing,

uses processing
skills with limited
effectiveness

uses processing
skills with some
effectiveness

uses processing
skills with
considerable

uses processing
skills with a
high degree of

ACHIEVEMENT CHART: ENGLISH, GRADES 9–12
Categories

50–59%
(Level 1)

Categories

60–69%
(Level 2)

70–79%
(Level 3)

80–100%
(Level 4)

demonstrates
limited understanding of
content

demonstrates
some understanding of
content

demonstrates
considerable
knowledge of
content

demonstrates
thorough knowledge of content

demonstrates
considerable
understanding
of content

demonstrates
thorough understanding of
content

Thinking – The use of critical and creative thinking skills and/or processes
The student:
Use of planning skills
(e.g., generating ideas,
gathering information,
focusing research,
organizing information)

uses planning
skills with limited
effectiveness

uses planning
skills with some
effectiveness

uses planning
skills with
considerable
effectiveness

uses planning
skills with a
high degree of
effectiveness

Use of processing skills
(e.g., drawing inferences,
interpreting, analysing,
synthesizing, evaluating)

uses processing
skills with limited
effectiveness

uses processing
skills with some
effectiveness

uses processing
skills with
considerable
effectiveness

uses processing
skills with a
high degree of
effectiveness

Use of critical/creative
thinking processes
(e.g., oral discourse,
research, critical analysis,
critical literacy,metacognition,
creative process)

uses critical/
creative thinking
processes
with limited
effectiveness

uses critical/
creative thinking
processes
with some
effectiveness

uses critical/
creative thinking
processes with
considerable
effectiveness

uses critical/
creative thinking
processes with a
high degree of
effectiveness

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS – THE ACHIEVEMENT CHART

Understanding of content
(e.g.,concepts; ideas; opinions;
relationships among facts,
ideas,concepts,themes)

demonstrates
some knowledge
of content

70–79%
(Level 3)

80–100%
(Level 4)

The student:

The student:
demonstrates
limited knowledge of content

60–69%
(Level 2)

Communication – The conveying of meaning through various forms

Knowledge and Understanding – Subject-specific content acquired in each course (knowledge), and
the comprehension of its meaning and significance (understanding)

Knowledge of content
(e.g., forms of text; strategies
used when listening and
speaking, reading, writing,
and viewing and representing;
elements of style; literary
terminology, concepts,
and theories; language
conventions)

50–59%
(Level 1)

Expression and
organization of ideas
and information (e.g., clear
expression, logical organization) in oral, graphic, and
written forms, including
media forms

expresses and
organizes ideas
and information
with limited
effectiveness

expresses and
organizes ideas
and information
with some
effectiveness

expresses and
organizes ideas
and information
with considerable
effectiveness

expresses and
organizes ideas
and information
with a high
degree of
effectiveness

Communication for
different audiences
and purposes (e.g., use
of appropriate style, voice,
point of view) in oral,
graphic, and written forms,
including media forms

communicates for
different audiences
and purposes
with limited
effectiveness

communicates for
different audiences
and purposes
with some
effectiveness

communicates for
different audiences
and purposes
with considerable
effectiveness

communicates for
different audiences
and purposes
with a high
degree of
effectiveness

Use of conventions (e.g.,
grammar, spelling, punctuation, usage), vocabulary,
and terminology of the
discipline in oral, graphic,
and written forms,
including media forms

uses conventions,
vocabulary, and
terminology of
the discipline
with limited
effectiveness

uses conventions,
vocabulary, and
terminology of
the discipline
with some
effectiveness

uses conventions,
vocabulary, and
terminology of
the discipline
with considerable
effectiveness

uses conventions,
vocabulary, and
terminology of
the discipline with
a high degree of
effectiveness

Application – The use of knowledge and skills to make connections within and between various contexts
The student:
Application of knowledge
and skills (e.g.,literacy
strategies and processes;
literary terminology, concepts, and theories) in
familiar contexts

applies knowledge
and skills in familiar
contexts with limited effectiveness

applies knowledge
and skills in familiar
contexts with some
effectiveness

applies knowledge
and skills in familiar
contexts with
considerable
effectiveness

applies knowledge
and skills in familiar
contexts with a
high degree of
effectiveness

Transfer of knowledge
and skills (e.g., literacy
strategies and processes;
literary terminology, concepts, and theories) to
new contexts

transfers knowledge and skills
to new contexts
with limited
effectiveness

transfers knowledge and skills
to new contexts
with some
effectiveness

transfers knowledge and skills
to new contexts
with considerable
effectiveness

transfers knowledge and skills
to new contexts
with a high degree
of effectiveness

Making connections
within and between various contexts (e.g., between
the text and personal
knowledge and experience,
other texts, and the world
outside school)

makes connections
within and between
various contexts
with limited
effectiveness

makes connections
within and between
various contexts
with some
effectiveness

makes connections
within and between
various contexts
with considerable
effectiveness

makes connections
within and between
various contexts
with a high degree
of effectiveness

3

Eﬀec3ve descriptors need to (CEFR, appendix A)
• Be brief
• Be clear and transparent
• Be posi@vely formulated
• Describe something deﬁnite
Have independent, stand-alone integrity (not relying on the formula@on of other
• descriptors
for their interpreta@on)

Op3on 1
Detailed speciﬁca3on
Hodel, H. P. Linking assessment to the ELP/CEFR. ECML project (ELP_TT)
Training teachers to use the European Language Por@olio

• Method 1 (principal): descriptors of communica@ve ac@vi@es
(ELP/CEFR) + competence scales (ELP/CEFR)
• Method 2 (supplementary): break down the descriptor
(sentences, implicit components)
• Very oVen a combina@on of the two
• Let’s see some exemples

General speciﬁca3on

Wrihen produc3on B2 – sample
• Can write summaries of ar@cles on topics of
general interest
• Can discuss a topic in a composi@on or “leoer to
the editor”, giving reasons for or against a speciﬁc
point of view
• Can write a short review of a ﬁlm or book
• Can report the news of the day making clear what
in his/her opinion are the important aspects of an
event

(detailed speciﬁca3on)

Wrihen produc3on B2 – sample
● Can write a short review of a ﬁlm or a book, using a
variety of formula6ons in order to avoid frequent
repe66on and using complex sentences (<
vocabulary range B2; general linguis6c range B2)

Hodel ex 3

(detailed speciﬁca3on)

Wrihen produc3on B2 – sample
• Can report the news of the day making clear what
in his/her opinion are the important aspects of an
event using a variety of linking words eﬃciently to
mark clearly the rela6onships between ideas. (<
coherence and cohesion B2+)

Deconstruc3on of an ac3vity descriptor

• Descriptor: “I can give and request personal
informa@on”
• Deconstruc@on: “I can introduce myself; I can say
where I live: I can say my address; I can say how
old I am, etc.; I can ask someone what their name
is; I can ask someone where they live; I can ask
someone how old they are, etc.” (CEFR 9.2.2.1)

Hodel ex 4

Op3on 2 (CEFR Table 3)
RANGE

ACCURACY

FLUENCY

INTERACTION

COHERENCE

C2

Shows great flexibility reformulating ideas in differing linguistic
forms to convey finer shades of
meaning precisely, to give emphasis, to differentiate and to
eliminate ambiguity. Also has a
good command of idiomatic
expressions and colloquialisms.

Maintains consistent gram-mati-cal
control of complex language, even
while atten-tion is otherwise engaged
(e.g. in forward planning, in
monitoring others' reactions).

Can express him/herself
spontaneously at length with a
natural colloquial flow, avoiding or
backtracking around any difficulty so
smoothly that the interlocutor is
hardly aware of it.

Can interact with ease and skill,
picking up and using non-verbal and
intonational cues apparently
effortlessly. Can inter-weave his/her
con-tribution into the joint discourse
with fully natural turntaking,
referencing, allu-sion making etc.

Can create coherent and cohesive
discourse making full and appropriate
use of a variety of organisational
patterns and a wide range of
connectors and other cohe-sive
devices.

C1

Has a good command of a broad
range of language allow-ing him/
her to select a formulation to
express him/ herself clearly in an
appropriate style on a wide range
of general, academic, professional
or leisure topics without having to
restrict what he/she wants to say.

Consistently maintains a high degree
of grammati-cal accu-racy; errors are
rare, difficult to spot and generally
corrected when they do occur.

Can express him/herself fluently and
spontaneously, almost effortlessly.
Only a con-ceptually difficult subject
can hinder a natural, smooth flow of
language.

Can select a suitable phrase from a
readily available range of discourse
functions to preface his remarks in
order to get or to keep the floor and
to relate his/her own contri-butions
skil-fully to those of other speakers.

Can produce clear, smoothly flowing,
well-structured speech, showing
controlled use of organisa-tional
patterns, con-nectors and cohesive
devices.

Has a sufficient range of language
to be able to give clear
descriptions, express viewpoints on
most general topics, without much
con-spicuous searching for words,
using some complex sentence
forms to do so.

Shows a relatively high de-gree of
grammatical control. Does not make
errors which cause misunderstanding, and can correct most of
his/her mistakes.

Can produce stretches of language
with a fairly even tempo; although he/
she can be hesitant as he or she
searches for patterns and
expressions, there are few noticeably
long pauses.

Can initiate discourse, take his/her
turn when appropriate and end
conversation when he/she needs to,
though he/she may not always do this
elegantly. Can help the discussion
along on familiar ground confirm-ing
comprehen-sion, inviting others in,
etc.

Can use a limited number of cohesive
devices to link his/her utterances into
clear, coherent discourse, though
there may be some "jumpiness" in a
long con-tribution.

Has enough language to get by,
with sufficient vocabulary to
express him/herself with some
hesitation and circum-locu-tions on
topics such as family, hobbies and
interests, work, travel, and current
events.

Uses reasonably accu-rately a
repertoire of frequently used
"routines" and patterns asso-ciated
with more predictable situations.

Can keep going compre-hensi-bly,
even though pausing for grammatical
and lexical plan-ning and repair is
very evident, especially in longer
stretches of free produc-tion.

Can initiate, maintain and close
simple face-to-face conversa-tion on
topics that are familiar or of personal
interest. Can re-peat back part of
what someone has said to con-firm
mutual understand-ing.

Can link a series of shorter, discrete
simple elements into a connected,
linear sequence of points.

B2+
B2

B1+
B1

B2

RANGE

ACCURACY

FLUENCY

INTERACTION

COHERENCE

Has a sufficient range of language
to be able to give clear
descriptions, express viewpoints on
most general topics, without much
con-spicuous searching for words,
using some complex sentence
forms to do so.

Shows a relatively high de-gree of
grammatical control. Does not make
errors which cause misunderstanding, and can correct most of
his/her mistakes.

Can produce stretches of language
with a fairly even tempo; although he/
she can be hesitant as he or she
searches for patterns and
expressions, there are few noticeably
long pauses.

Can initiate discourse, take his/her
turn when appropriate and end
conversation when he/she needs to,
though he/she may not always do this
elegantly. Can help the discussion
along on familiar ground confirm-ing
comprehen-sion, inviting others in,
etc.

Can use a limited number of cohesive
devices to link his/her utterances into
clear, coherent discourse, though
there may be some "jumpiness" in a
long con-tribution.

Has enough language to get by,
with sufficient vocabulary to
express him/herself with some
hesitation and circum-locu-tions on
topics such as family, hobbies and
interests, work, travel, and current
events.

Uses reasonably accu-rately a
repertoire of frequently used
"routines" and patterns asso-ciated
with more predictable situations.

Can keep going compre-hensi-bly,
even though pausing for grammatical
and lexical plan-ning and repair is
very evident, especially in longer
stretches of free produc-tion.

Can initiate, maintain and close
simple face-to-face conversa-tion on
topics that are familiar or of personal
interest. Can re-peat back part of
what someone has said to con-firm
mutual understand-ing.

Can link a series of shorter, discrete
simple elements into a connected,
linear sequence of points.

Uses basic sentence patterns with
memorised phrases, groups of a few
words and formulae in order to
commu-nicate limited information in
simple everyday situations.

Uses some simple structures correctly,
but still systematically makes basic
mistakes.

Has a very basic repertoire of words
and simple phrases related to personal
details and particular concrete
situations.

Shows only limited control of a few
simple grammatical structures and
sentence patterns in a memorised
repertoire.

B1+
B1

A2+
A2

A1

Can make him/herself understood in
very short utterances, even though
pauses, false starts and reformulation
are very evident.

Can answer questions and respond to
simple statements. Can indicate when
he/she is following but is rarely able to
understand enough to keep
conversation going of his/her own
accord.
Can manage very short, isolated, mainly Can ask and answer questions about
pre-packaged utterances, with much
personal details. Can interact in a simple
pausing to search for expressions, to
way but communication is totally
articulate less familiar words, and to
dependent on repetition, rephrasing and
repair communication.
repair.

Can link groups of words with simple
connectors like "and, "but" and
"because".

Can link words or groups of words with
very basic linear connectors like "and" or
"then".

Selected Criteria (A2)
A2+
(5)

RANGE

ACCURACY

§ routine, everyday transactions
§ familiar situations and topics
BUT
§ compromise the message
§ search for words.

§

use some simple structures
correctly

FLUENCY
adapt memorised simple
phrases to particular situations
§ handle short routine exchanges
without undue effort,
BUT
§ hesitation and false starts.
§

(4)
A2
(3)

§
§
§
§
§

commu-nicate limited information
simple everyday situations.
basic sentence patterns
memorised phrases
groups of a few words and
formulae

§
§
§

words and simple phrases
personal details
particular concrete situations.

Uses some simple structures
correctly,
BUT
§ systematically makes basic
mistakes.
§

§ makes him/herself understood
§ very short utterances,
BUT
§ pauses, false starts and
reformulation

(2)
A1
(1)

§
§
§

memorised repertoire.
limited control
a few simple grammatical
structures

§ very short, isolated, utterances
§ mainly pre-packaged
BUT much pausing to
§ search for expressions,
§ articulate less familiar words,
§ repair communication

Selected Criteria at A2
RANGE
§ commu-nicate limited information
§ simple everyday situations.
§ basic sentence patterns
§ memorised phrases
§ groups of a few words and formulae

1

2

3

4

5

ACCURACY
§ Uses some simple structures correctly,
BUT
§ systematically makes basic mistakes.

1

2

3

4

5

FLUENCY
§ makes him/herself understood
§ very short utterances,
BUT
§ pauses, false starts and reformulation

1

2

3

4

5

GLOBAL
Overall impression mark

1

2

3

4

5

Op3on 3 crea3ng your own rubric
1

Reception (aural
and written)

Can understand the gist of the
text.
Needs to be guided in order to
understand.

Written Production

Can produce the main elements
required (text genre, vocabulary,
language structures, etc.) only
with considerable guidance from
instructor.

Accuracy and range
(grammar and
vocabulary)

Fluency

Strategies

2

3

4

Can understand the message
(even if the details are missing).
Needs extra help to understand
details. Needs to be guided in
using resources.
Can produce sufficient elements
required (text genre, vocabulary,
language structures, etc.) in
order to respond to the core of
what is required and only needs
some help.

Can understand the text albeit a
few words. Uses resources (extra
help) autonomously.

Can understand the text thoroughly
without necessarily relying on extra
help. Extra resources are used
effectively if need be.

Can produce the elements
required (text genre, vocabulary,
language structures, etc.) fairly
autonomously. Can use extra
resources if needed to complete
the task.

Makes use of some of the learned
structures and vocabulary.
Comprehension requires some
effort for the listener/reader to
decipher the message

Makes use of learned structures
and vocabulary so as to convey
the general sense of the
message. Mistakes may
sometimes distort meaning.

Makes reasoned use of learned
structures and vocabulary so as
to convey a clear message.
Mistakes are sometimes selfcorrected.

Can express him/herself with
pauses and frequent repetition.
Needs help in order to be
understood
Needs assistance to understand
and employ appropriate
communication strategies.

Can express him/herself in an
understandable way, despite
hesitations and frequent
repetitions
Understands some of the
required communication
strategies but needs prompting
and reminders to make us of
them

Can express him/herself with a
degree of fluency; pauses and
repetition do not hinder
comprehension
Understands appropriate
communication strategies and
uses them with occasional
prompting or reminders

Can effectively produce the
elements required (text genre,
vocabulary, language structures,
etc.) without necessarily relying on
extra help. Takes initiative to use
extra resources to refine the text if
appropriate.
Makes reasoned and effective use
of learned structures and
vocabulary, appropriately and in a
variety of ways, to convey a refined
message. Mistakes are usually selfcorrected.
Can express him/herself fluently
and clearly.
Understands and can employ
appropriate communication
strategies independently

Sample Observation Checklist
By the end of this task ________________________________________________:

Op3on 3
crea3ng your
own checklist

name of student

Communicative language activities
-

-

-

Can explain to other people what he/she likes and doesn’t like -

by him/
herself
-

Can give a rehearsed simple presentation on a familiar subject -

-

-

Can answer straightforward follow up questions if he/she can ask for repetition and/or with some help with the formulation of
his/her reply
Can write short, simple notes and messages to satisfy matters of immediate need
Plurilingual and pluricultural competences

-

-

-

-

Can establish links between languages and cultures

-

Can be willing to observe and ask questions about other culturalsettings
Ability to learn
Can reflect on learning processes in order to make them more
effective
Can organize learning in an autonomous way

-

-

-

Can help along the progress of the work by inviting others to joinin, to contribute with their feedback, and say what they think
Can give feedback on and follow up statements and help the
development of a discussion

by him/
herself
-

not yet
-

with
help

not yet
-

by him/
herself
-

Mediation competences
-

by him/
herself
-

with
help

with
help

not yet
-

with
help

-

Use the CEFR-related bank of descriptors to customize the rubric according to the
outcomes/enabling competencies established for your task.

not yet
-

Proﬁling not levelling (North, 2014: 11)

Plan of my presenta3on
• Second language learning and teaching… and assessment?
• Lost in assessment? the CEFR as a possible compass
• Curricular planning, deﬁni@on of objec@ves and assessment: a
triadic rela@onship
• Criteria and descriptors: crea@ng a trail of evidence
• Objec@vity and responsibility in assessment: the teacher, the
learners or both?
• Conclusion: role and place of assessment: ‘coming full circle’

Three fundamental concepts
• Validity
• assessment actually does what it claims to do, providing evidence for a
precise account of a student’s competence

• Reliability
• consistent across situa@ons, comparable, equitable, and fair

• Feasibility
• manageable, comprehensible, and relevant

Model of the assessment process by teachers (ReaDickins, 2001)

1. Planning (what and how they assess and what are most appropriate
assessment ac@vi@es for speciﬁc assessment purposes)
2. Implemen6ng (assessment processes like introducing the
assessment ac@vity and providing feedback to the learners)
3. Monitoring (students’ achievement and development by recording
and interpre@ng the evidence and revising the teaching plans)
4. Recording and dissemina6ng (students’ achievement and progress)

Teacher as…
•
•
•
•

Planner
Co-player
Scien@st
Reporter

• … but also Judge
“Most of the teachers in this study were caught in conﬂicts among belief systems,
and ins0tu0onal structures, agendas, and values. The point of fric0on among these
conﬂicts was assessment, which was associated with very powerful feelings of
being overwhelmed, and of insecurity, guilt, frustra0on, and anger… This study
suggests that assessment, as it occurs in schools, is far from a merely technical
problem. Rather, it is deeply social and personal.” (Johnston, Guice, Baker, Malone
& Michelson, 1995)

“Assessment that is explicitly designed to promote learning is the single
most powerful tool we have for both raising standards and empowering
lifelong learners” (Assessment Reform Group)
• Five simple research-based key factors to improve learning through
assessment (ARG, 1999: 4-5):
the provision of eﬀec6ve feedback to pupils;
the ac6ve involvement of pupils in their own learning;
adjus@ng teaching to take account of the results of assessment;
a recogni@on of the profound inﬂuence assessment has on the mo6va6on and
self-esteem of pupils, both of which are crucial inﬂuences on learning;
• the need for pupils to be able to assess themselves and understand how to
improve.
•
•
•
•

Plan of my presenta3on
• Second language learning and teaching… and assessment?
• Lost in assessment? the CEFR as a possible compass
• Curricular planning, deﬁni@on of objec@ves and assessment: a
triadic rela@onship
• Criteria and descriptors: crea@ng a trail of evidence
• Objec@vity and responsibility in assessment: the teacher, the
learners or both?
• Conclusion: role and place of assessment: ‘coming full circle’

Facing assessment: need for…
guiding
students

a
comprehe
nsive tool
(CEFR)

being
targeted
examples

varying
sources /
tools

Piccardo E. (2014)
hhp://www.curriculum.org/fsl/en/resources/from-communica3ve-to-ac3on-oriented-illumina3ng-the-approaches/

Teachers and learners should be equipped and empowered to
take intelligent decisions in the light of learner needs, interests,
characterisDcs and resources. Trim, 2011

Merci - Thank you
enrica.piccardo@utoronto.ca

